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Our Vision

Reinventing the Classic
“Impatia was inspired from the desire to create daring and distinct design
objects that would push the boundaries of the game table industry.”

At Impatia, each creation is a tale of excellence, driven by the core value of empathy.
The human-to-human approach creates a journey of exploration, highlighted by technical development,
high-quality materials, and incomparable aesthetic refinement. The creation of each product is full of interpretation from the first glance, becoming a representation of a lifestyle and an instantly recognizable
identity that pushes to reinvent the classics.
Located in the heart of the Milan district, known for its iconic fashion and design influences, Impatia embodies creativity and a flair for design in everything it does. Uniting the traditions of Italian design, art and
craftsmanship to produce bespoke luxury game tables. At its core, Impatia manifests the principle of daring, distinct design that is destined to become a true classic.
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Collections
Bespoke luxury game tables

Filotto

This unique billiard table collection showcases a
design with the highest expression of technological
sophistication and craftsmanship.
Editions: Classic, Gold, Wood.

Lungolinea

Lungolinea table tennis demonstrates the sophistication and ingenuity of Italian design and craftsmanship in the game of table tennis.
Editions: Classic, Gold, Wood, Leather.

Derby

A visionary football table that dedicates itself to Italy,
especially to the city of Milano where the game of
football holds great prominence;

Unootto

A reinterpretation of the traditional professional
poker table, making the A-game stylish and sophisticated.
Editions: Marble, Wood.

Tuttuno

A versatile luxury game table with a transparent
aesthetic, that is the result of design precision and
materiality. Mahjong, Backgammon or Checkers.
Editions: Leather

Request High-resolution Images
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Derby Collection

A BEAUTIFUL WAY TO HAVE FUN
To celebrate the return of Milano Design Week, IMPATIA is excited to share with all the design and luxury
enthusiasts a new fundamental step in its innovation of classic game tables: the new Derby Collection,
dedicated to the beloved game of table football.
Leading the way to the next chapter for IMPATIA will be Derby di Milano, a stunning design piece able to
bring together innovation and craftsmanship with an unmistakable style, immediately recognizable to the
Italian brands DNA.
The first visionary football table from the Derby Collection dedicates itself to Italy, especially to the city of
Milano where the game of football holds great prominence; presenting a modern reinterpretation made
with meticulous care through the highest exponents of Italian craftsmanship. A piece that rightfully earns its
space among other precious IMPATIA collections: Filotto, dedicated to the game of billiards, Lungolinea,
which celebrates ping pong, Unootto, and Tuttuno, dedicated to card games and poker lovers.
As the name suggests, Derby represents a new, exciting challenge for IMPATIA. Conceptually born amid
worldly social and technological transformations, it aims to synthesize two irreconcilable concepts: luxury
design and prevalence. The design is a result of the company’s creative team led by IMPATIA’s founder
Gregg Brodarick who is also an architect active in various international projects, and designer Lucia Guazzi,
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who can enhance new aspects of the game with a
fresh and contemporary vision. Produced exclusively in Italy by selected artisans, Derby di Milano
is characterized by a crystalline glass playing field,
supported by a refined solid wood structure. Modern design touches such as geometric handles
and sublime metal details allow Derby to elevate
the game of table football to new heights, achieving
an elegant balance between contemporaneity and
the renowned excellence of Italian craftsmanship.
Derby di Milano is currently available in three
exclusive wood versions: natural, brown, and
smoked gray, with chromed finished metal rods
that illuminate twenty-two players in anodized
aluminum. Like any other IMPATIA game table, the
production of every single piece can be tailor-made
to each order received.
The first deliveries are to begin in January 2022.
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Precious Leather

A LAVISH GAME SET COLLECTION LIKE NO OTHER

As we continue to push the boundaries of luxury design within the game table industry, IMPATIA unveils a
brand-new accessory collection made exclusively from precious leathers. Designed by the IMPATIA R&D
team, each bespoke game set is crafted in Italy by none other than talented master leatherworkers.
Curated from the highest quality of precious leather, this luxury game set collection showcases vivid colors
complemented by rich natural textures. With a refined minimalistic design, the natural elegance of the
exotic skin is matched with chrome metal and glass detailing. A light play, the reflections on the shifting
textures transform each item into collectible design pieces.
Custom-made to order, this series is now available in billiards, checkers, backgammon, mahjong, and
poker. Upon purchase, each precious leather is hand-selected and tailored for the client, with the option
of personalizations within a 6-month lead time.
*All leathers used in this collection are supplied by Louisiane – Gruppo Hcp and ensure secure, ethical, and
respectful welfare of animals along with guaranteed unit traceability.
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Lungolinea Leather
A Beautiful Way To Have Fun

Just in case an all-glass game table was not luxurious enough. Impatia is delighted to unveil the
launch of the Lungolinea Leather ping pong table
designed by Adriano Design. Made exclusively
in Italy, this sophisticated design piece boasts a
refined glass playing surface complemented by
exquisitely handcrafted leather legs, available in
a range of 10 finishes. Modern in design and rich
in detailing, the Lungolinea Leather embodies an
effortless elegance that ultimately sheds light on
a beautiful way to have fun.
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Nel caso in cui un tavolo da gioco interamente in
vetro non fosse abbastanza lussuoso, Impatia è
lieta di presentare il tavolo da ping pong Lungolinea Leather, disegnato da Adriano Design. Prodotto
esclusivamente in Italia, questo pezzo dal design
sofisticato vanta una raffinata superficie di gioco in
vetro completata da gambe in pelle squisitamente
lavorate a mano, disponibili in 10 finiture differenti.
Moderno nel design e ricco nei dettagli, Lungolinea
Leather incarna un’eleganza disinvolta che dona
nuova luce ad un modo bellissimo di divertirsi.
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Unootto Marble
Back in Black

With a continuous passion for play and desire to reinvent the classics, IMPATIA is excited to unveil an allblack edition of the Unootto Marble Poker Table.
Created for a game where focus is key, this outstanding design piece sets the mood and leaves a lasting
impression. Sophisticated in design, and refined in its form, the Unootto poker table features a smoked
glass exterior frame, tied in together with a black marble trim and Alcantara playing field. The table itself
is supported by Black nickel legs.
Made exclusively in Italy, the newly launched black edition, highlights a tailor-made experience that brings
together a luxurious range of materiality and premium craftsmanship.
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Filotto Wood

Contemporary design with a distinct presence

As we continue to push the boundaries of the luxury game table industry, IMPATIA is excited to share with you the launch of the Filotto Wood. A tribute
to the classic game of billiards, this outstanding design piece showcases a harmonized use of materiality inspired by the warm touch of wood.
Officially available for ordering now, this edition is a
renewed interpretation of the Filotto Classic designed by Adriano Design for IMPATIA. The presented new edition embodies a natural elegance with
varied textures and natural hues; Specifically featuring prominent Oak wood legs in addition to the
table’s distinctive exterior glass top frame.
Diverse in Materiality, this contemporary pool table
is handcrafted by artisans and exclusively made to
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order 100% in Italy. Available in three different Oak
wood finishes along with a variety of other customizations, this exceptional game table is a match for
even the most sophisticated taste.
While refined within its design and aesthetic, the
Filotto Wood equally ensures a premium quality
billiard experience. The 8ft pro table has an Italian
slate base, which allows for perfect leveling and a
smooth playing surface, verified in comparison to
any professional table. An attentive feature that makes this piece especially remarkable.
With an ode to the use of natural materiality, the Filotto Wood carries a bold character that is very in
tune and uniformly sophisticated.
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